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ABSTRACT An operating system kernel has the highest privilege in most computer systems, making its
code integrity critical to the entire system’s security. Failure to protect the kernel code integrity allows
an attacker to modify the kernel code pages directly or trick the kernel into executing instructions stored
outside the kernel code pages. Existing prevention mechanisms rely on the memory management unit in
which certain memory pages are marked as not-executable in supervisor mode to prevent such attacks.
However, an attacker can bypass these existing mechanisms by directly manipulating the page table contents
to mark the memory pages with malicious code as supervisor-executable. This paper shows that a small
architectural extension enables a physical address-level mechanism to stop this threat without relying on
page table integrity. PrivLock lets, at boot time, the kernel specifies the physical address ranges containing
its code. At run time, PrivLock ensures that the content within the range is not manipulated and that only
the instructions from those pages are executed while the processor runs in supervisor mode. Despite this
protection, the kernel can still create new code pages (e.g., for loadable kernel modules) and make them
executable with the help of PrivLock’s secure loader. The experimental results show that PrivLock incurs
low performance (<0.5%), area (0.14–0.3%), and energy/power (0.053–2%) overhead.

INDEX TERMS System security, operating system security, RISC-V, linux, code-injection attack.

I. INTRODUCTION
The operating system kernel is responsible for resource
management, including the isolation between processes and
enforcing access control policies. Such a responsibility
makes it challenging for the kernels to be written concisely,
resulting in new security vulnerabilities being found every
year [1], [2], [3]. An attacker knowing one of these could
obtain a means to read or modify the kernel’s memory pages
arbitrarily, including the ones containing the page tables or
code [4], [5]. Manipulating the kernel’s page tables or code
allows the attacker to bypass virtually any security policies
the kernel implements. This paper presents and evaluates a
mechanism to prevent such strong attackers from executing
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their code with the kernel’s privilege. Compared to the ear-
lier work tackling similar problems, our study contributes
to the community by 1) presenting a small hardware exten-
sion that efficiently and effectively protects the kernel code,
2) enabling dynamic kernel extension under the presented
protection, and 3) evaluating the impact on hardware cost and
performance extensively.

One policy such an attacker bypasses is the kernel code
integrity. An operating system kernel must not be tricked
into executing pieces of code that do not belong to the
kernel, and this property is generally called the kernel
code integrity [6]. If a system fails to enforce this policy,
an attacker can gain the power to manipulate the victim
system nearly arbitrarily. For example, the attacker can
bypass any application-level securitymechanisms [7], or even
the vendor-installed security policy about the application
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deployment [8]. These threats motivated the research com-
munity and device manufacturers to look for mechanisms to
prevent such attacks [4], [5], [6], [9], [10]. For example, most
processors these days enable the operating system kernel to
classify certain pages as non-executable with the kernel’s
privilege by using special page table attributes, such as Privi-
leged Execute Never (PXN) or Supervisor Mode Execution
Prevention (SMEP). By using these page table attributes,
the operating system can enforce access control and pre-
vent unauthorized execution, providing an additional layer of
security to the system.

Unfortunately, the protection using the page attributes is
vulnerable against the kernel exploits corrupting the page
tables directly. The page tables must remain writable to the
operating system kernel because it maintains one or more
page tables for each process and has to modify them repeat-
edly. An attacker can trick the kernel into corrupting the
page table entries to create a privileged-executable virtual
page pointing to the physical page containing the attacker’s
code [4], [9]. For this reason, kernel code integrity can be
guaranteed only if the page table remains free from mali-
cious modifications. Existing mechanisms often let another
trusted software component mediate all page table updates
to prevent malicious page table modification or to randomize
its location [4]. Hypervision [9] redirect page table updates
to the trusted software protected by ARM TruseZone [11].
SecVisor [6] and HVCI [12] rely on hypervisor for the page
table integrity. The only exception is Apple’s KTRR [10]
which uses proprietary hardware components to protect the
page table integrity, but it still relies on the page table integrity
to ensure kernel code integrity. Unfortunately, the approach of
sanitizing the entire page table causes performance degrada-
tion, and the randomization-based approach is vulnerable to
kernel de-randomization attacks [13]. The others proposed to
use off-core hardware supports to fight against kernel code
corruption [14], [15], but they can only detect the attack
due to the unavoidable delay between the actual kernel code
corruption and the arrival of the corresponding log to the off-
core monitor. Moreover, none of these are shown to support
the dynamic kernel code extension.

This paper presents a small hardware extension, PrivLock,
that enables the kernel to protect the kernel code integrity
without relying on the page table integrity. A kernel can
ensure that the processor executes only the kernel-approved
code with the kernel’s privilege by using PrivLock. PrivLock
adds in-processor control registers to the RISC-V’s Control
and Status Registers (CSRs) that the kernel uses to specify
the set of virtual and physical address ranges containing the
approved kernel code. PrivLock uses the values to ensure
that the processor running in the privileged mode fetches
instructions only from the designated physical memory pages
and refuses to write to those pages. The virtual address ranges
enable PrivLock to further prevent an attacker from shuffling
the kernel code pages, potentially changing the kernel code
layout at the virtual address space (§V-E). Overall, PrivLock
enables the kernel code integrity not to rely on the integrity

of the page table and makes the kernel freely manage its
page table as needed. PrivLock ensures the integrity of the
additional control registers at run time by the locking mecha-
nism commonly used to write-protect some critical read-only
registers after the system boots. Despite this protection, the
kernel can still load the loadable kernel modules (LKMs)
dynamically at run time using PrivLock’s secure loader that
verifies the LKM’s authenticity before loading it on behalf of
the kernel (§IV-C).

We implemented PrivLock by extending the Rocket Chip
Generator [16] on the Freedom U500 Dev Kit [17] and
ran experiments using Xilinx VCU118 [18] evaluation kit
to measure the impact of PrivLock on performance, energy
consumption, chip area, and the critical path latency. Our
experiments using operating system (LMBench [19]) and
application (Beebs [20], SPEC CPU 2006 [21]), benchmark
show that PrivLock has a low impact on operating system
(< 3%) and application (<0.5%) performance. The cost in
terms of chip area (0.14–0.3%) and power/energy consump-
tion (0.053-2%) are also low.

In summary, this work makes the following contributions.
noitemsep,nolistsep
• We show that the kernel code integrity can be guaranteed
without first protecting the kernel page table integrity.
To this end, we introduced a small hardware extension
that examines all memory accesses by reusing the exist-
ing access control logic already in the processor.

• We demonstrate that the kernel can load LKMs under
this strong code page protection with the help of a small
secure loader running in RISC-V’s machine mode.

• We designed and implemented PrivLock by extending
the implementation of a RISC-V SoC, Rocket Chip,
to have a small impact on the performance, energy
consumption, and chip area. This enabled us to eval-
uate the proposed microarchitectural changes and run
experiments on an FPGA-based prototype. To the best
of our knowledge, this study is the first comprehensive
evaluation of such mechanisms.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. §II provides
the background information about the RISC-V ISA and the
Rocket Chip Generator, and §III describes the threat model
and the security goals of PrivLock. After presenting the
design and implementation of PrivLock in §IV, we present
the result of our evaluation on the performance, energy con-
sumption, and chip area impact of PrivLock in §V. §VI
discusses the limitation of PrivLock and compares it further
with a software-only approach, §VII differentiates PrivLock
with previous work, and §VIII concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
A. KERNEL CODE INTEGRITY
An operating system kernel is a privileged software com-
ponent that manages a system at various levels. Closely
interacting with user processes andmanagingmost resources,
an attack on the operating system kernel gives the attacker
substantial control of the entire system. The kernel code must
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remain intact at run time because it specifies how it interacts
with the user processes and manages the system resources.
We define this property as the kernel code integrity, which an
attacker can breach only in two ways. The first is modifying
existing kernel code that makes the processor execute the
attacker-modified code with the kernel’s privilege. For exam-
ple, the attacker can change how the kernel handles targeted
system calls by overwriting some system call handlers. The
second is executing an attacker-inserted code from a new
location (e.g., data page) that is not supposed to contain the
kernel code. An attacker can manipulate one or more pointers
to code, such as return addresses or function pointers, to trick
the kernel into jumping to the new location.

Attackers have incentives to breach the kernel code
integrity because it gives them a significant level of freedom
to manipulate the victim system. For example, the jailbreak
tools against iOS devices had commonly patched the kernel
to install applications from outside Apple’s app store [8].
An attacker can also bypass some user-level rooting detection
by injecting their code to the kernel [7] when some user-level
programs try to determine if the device is rooted in anAndroid
platform.

B. LIMITATION OF EXISTING MECHANISMS
Despite being considered the cornerstone of a computer
system’s security, many existing and deployed protection
mechanisms are susceptible to targeted attacks. Microsoft
Windows includes a feature called Kernel Patch Protection
(KPP) [22], and old versions of iOS also have a similar
one [23]. They ensure that the kernel code contents are not
modified by an attacker who exploits an unknown vulnera-
bility by periodically examining the snapshot of the kernel
code pages. Unfortunately, it has long been known that an
attacker aware of such a defense can bypass it by modifying
the kernel only in between the checks [23]. Mechanisms
using page table attributes [9], [10], [12], [24] can defeat
such manipulation. However, they require the integrity of the
page table to be guaranteed by relying on a more privileged
software layer (e.g., hypervisor) or at the cost of flexibility
in page table management. For example, Hypervision [9] and
SPROBES [24] rely on the Secure Monitor and Secure OS
that TrustZone protects, andHVCI [12] relies on a hypervisor.
While the details about KTRR [10] are not published, the
mechanism limits the flexibility in managing the kernel’s vir-
tual address space by limiting updates to the kernel page table.
Compared with these, this paper shows that a slight change
to the processor architecture enables the kernel to overcome
existing mechanisms’ limitations and protect the kernel code
integrity with low (<0.3%) performance overhead. Moreover,
PrivLock’s secure LKM loader enables the dynamic kernel
extension with a signed kernel module.

III. THREAT MODEL
We follow the common threat model that defense mecha-
nisms against kernel-level attacks [25] assume. The attacker
is assumed to know the kernel vulnerabilities that they can

FIGURE 1. An overview of hardware components added for PrivLock.
An operating system kernel configures the kernel code address ranges at
boot time ( 1⃝), which is then forwarded to the registers in PTW ( 2⃝). For
each TLB refill, PrivLockChecker sanitizes the incoming page table
entry ( 3⃝), ( 4⃝) such that the entries in TLB always comply with the
PrivLock’s policy to protect the kernel code integrity.

exploit to trick the kernel into reading or modifying the
attacker-designated memory locations with the kernel’s priv-
ilege. The targets of memory modification include the page
tables that the kernel regularly reads and modifies. We also
assume that the operating system kernel and the underly-
ing processor implement state-of-the-art defensemechanisms
to defeat this attack. For example, page table entries have
attributes like PXN/SMEP enabling the kernel to make cer-
tain pages executable only in user mode. The kernel is also
carefully written such that only the page table entries for the
legitimate kernel code pages are set to be executable in the
supervisor mode. Under this threat model, the attacker will
attempt to bypass the defense by preparing a page contain-
ing malicious code snippets, creating a privileged-executable
mapping to the page by modifying the page table directly, and
then letting the kernel execute the page.

IV. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
Building Blocks. PrivLock prevents writing to the kernel
code pages and executing from outside the kernel code pages
while in supervisor mode. The kernel writes its code address
ranges to PrivLock’s CSRs at boot time through the con-
trol registers (§IV-A). PrivLock uses these ranges to sanitize
the translation lookaside buffer (TLB) entries on each TLB
miss (§IV-B). The kernel using PrivLock loads a LKM by
invoking the PrivLock’s secure LKM loader that runs at a
physical-address level in machine mode (§IV-C). PrivLock’s
secure LKM loader takes the kernel module as input, verifies
its authenticity, and loads the code pages from the module on
behalf of the kernel so that no vulnerability in the kernel can
manipulate the actual code pages that become executable.

PrivLock makes two changes to hardware and two changes
to the operating system kernel to efficiently and effectively
protect the kernel code integrity and enable dynamic kernel
code extension. Figure 1 depicts the two hardware changes.
PrivLock adds additional control registers holding the kernel
code pages’ location, size, and offset (§IV-A). The hardware
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FIGURE 2. The layout of a control register pair that PrivLock uses. LOCK
bit represents if the configuration is done and should be protected. VALID
bit represents if the content should be used for policy enforcement. BASE
and MASK fields define a physical address range that PrivLock will
consider as kernel code. §IV-A further describes this control register.

module examines the page table entries to enforce the policy
in the page table walker. The first change to the kernel is
in how the kernel loads an LKM. We modify the kernel’s
LKM loading procedure to invoke PrivLock’s secure LKM
loader. PrivLock revokes the kernel’s capability of creating a
new executable page, making it impossible for the kernel to
load an LKM by itself. PrivLock instead provides the secure
LKM loader that loads an LKM for the kernel after authenti-
cation (§IV-C). The second kernel change is in the page fault
handler. PrivLockChecker raises an exception when it finds
a violation os the policy that PrivLock is enforcing, and the
modified page table handler reports the violation.

The rest of this section provides more details about the
hardware and software changes that PrivLock makes to pro-
tect the kernel code integrity while allowing dynamic kernel
extension.

A. CONTROL REGISTERS FOR THE ADDRESS RANGES
PrivLock uses a pair of control registers for each contiguous
kernel code range. The number of these control register pairs
is configurable, and our prototype has four. Figure 2 shows
the layout of each register pair that consists of range and
offset registers. The range register specifies the address range
of a kernel code chunk, and the offset register specifies the
offset between the virtual and physical page numbers of the
corresponding kernel code chunk. The 0th and 1st bits of the
range register determine how PrivLock treats the register pair.
The LOCK bit (0th) is a sticky bit that cannot be cleared
once set and indicates if the kernel has finished initializing
the register. PrivLock refuses any update to the register if the
LOCK bit is set unless the write request is made from the
machinemode if the LOCKbit is set to 1. TheVALID bit (1st)
determines whether the register specifies valid kernel code
pages. If the VALID bit is 0, PrivLock ignores the values in
the register when it sanitizes the page table entry. PrivLock
uses the remaining bits for holding the range of the kernel
code chunk as a pair of the base address and the mask. This
range register can specify the chunks whose size is a power
of 2 bytes, ranging from 16 KB to 16 MB, and is aligned to
its size. Ten bits from the range register represent the mask,
and the rest (20 in our prototype) are for the base address.
PrivLock uses the value stored in the BASE as the base
address of the kernel code chunk after shifting the value to the

left by 14 bits. The MASK value is left-shifted by 14 bits and
prepended with 1s to compose the mask value. In summary,
PrivLock considers a physical address (addr) as a valid kernel
code address if the following expression is true.

(BASE << 14) == (addr & (0xFF | (MASK << 14))

For example, the MASK field is set to 0 × 0 to represent
a 16 MB chunk and 0 × 3FF to represent a 16 KB chunk.
Figure 1 shows the location of the control register pairs

and how they are written. The operating system kernel using
PrivLock sets the control register pairs at boot time ( 1⃝),
through the CSRFile interface. When the kernel writes to one
of the control registers, CSRFile forwards the new values to a
copy of the register pairs ( 2⃝) located in the page table walker
(PTW) in which PrivLockChecker uses the register values.
The kernel sets the LOCK bits of all registers to 1 when it
finishes initializing all (four in our prototype) register pairs.
Setting all LOCK bits to 1 lets PrivLockChecker start to
use the ranges to sanitize the incoming page table entry
( 3⃝– 4⃝). Note that PrivLockChecker ignores a registers pair
if its VALID bit is 0. Once PrivLock starts to enforce the
policy, even an attacker who can execute the same special
instructions updating the control registers cannot corrupt the
control registers. The registers all have their LOCK bit set
at boot time by the kernel, and PrivLock ignores any further
writes to such control registers.

B. PrivLockChecker
The hardware component enforcing the access control poli-
cies is PrivLockChecker. On each TLB miss, the TLB sends
a request to PTW to obtain a page table entry. In response,
the PTW walks the page table and sends the page table entry
back to the TLB. We place the PrivLockChecker module in
the path where PTW sends the page table entry to TLB.While
PrivLock is active, PrivLockChecker examines each page
table entry ( 3⃝ in Figure 1) with the range and offset register
contents to determine if the table entry is mapping a virtual
page to a kernel code pagewith the correct offset. Suppose the
page table entry points to a kernel code page, and the offset
is correct. In this case, PrivLockChecker overrides the page
table attributes to make the corresponding page not-writable
and kernel-executable by clearing the w and sw bits, each
making the page user-writable and kernel-writable. If the
offset is not correct, PrivLockChecker makes the page not
accessible so that any further read, write or execute from the
pages will be stopped. If the page table entry is not pointing to
a kernel code page, PrivLockChecker makes it not-executable
by clearing the sx bit in the page table entry.

C. SECURE LKM LOADER
PrivLock’s secure LKM loader running in the machine mode
enables the kernel to load an LKM dynamically. Dynamic
kernel extension using LKMs is an indispensable feature of
the modern Linux kernel, but enabling the dynamic kernel
extension and enforcing the kernel code integrity together
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FIGURE 3. The LKM loading procedure when a kernel uses PrivLock’s
secure LKM loader.

is challenging. PrivLock prohibits the creation of new exe-
cutable kernel code pages, while the kernel must create a new
executable kernel code page to load an LKM.

We overcome this challenge by running a helper, the secure
LKM loader, in machine mode and letting the LKM loader
bypass the policy that PrivLockChecker enforces. In brief,
the secure LKM loader takes an LKM as input, verifies its
authenticity (i.e., examining that a trusted developer signed
the LKM), and helps the LKM loading procedure. Enabling
the LKM loading with a privileged loader is challenging
because the kernel does not simply copy a code snippet to
newly created kernel code pages while loading a module.
An LKM is an Executable and Linkable Format (ELF) file.
Even after copying the code to the code pages, the loader
must perform the relocation and fix the symbol table. These
additional steps modify the kernel code pages after filling
the pages with initial code snippets from the authenticated
sections in the ELF file.

The secure LKM loader authenticates the ELF file and
ensures that only the LKM loader changes the code pages
using the authenticated ELF file. Specifically, the secure
LKM loader delegates any operation that cannot be abused
to corrupt the new code pages to the kernel’s LKM loader,
as long as the loader can verify the results. This strategy called
outsource-and-verify [26] allows the secure LKM loader to
remain small.

Figure 3 shows how the kernel interacts with the secure
LKM loader to extend itself with an LKM at run time. The
secure LKM loader provides the kernel with four new Soft-
ware Binary Interface (SBI) [27] calls that the kernel should
call at each stage of LKM loading. The kernel first invokes the
secure LKM loader to allocate sharedmemory space in which
the kernel will place the new kernel code. The secure LKM
loader allocates the memory pages outside the protected ker-
nel code range ( 1⃝) and responds to the kernel with the pages’
base physical address. The kernel then copies the LKM con-
tent to the shared pages after creating virtual pages mapped
to them. Subsequently, the kernel invokes the second SBI
call to ask the secure LKM loader to move the LKM content
to the protected memory. The secure LKM loader allocates
new physical pages inside the protected address ranges where

the kernel cannot write to and copies ( 2⃝) the LKM content
from the unprotected shared pages to the newly allocated,
protected pages. The third stage is verification and relocation
( 3⃝), which starts when the kernel invokes the third SBI call.
Before performing the relocation, the secure LKM loader
verifies the module’s authenticity. The secure LKM loader
computes the Message Authentication Code (MAC) of the
LKM content in the protected pages using a pre-shared key
and compares the result with the one the LKM accompanies.
If the MAC that the LKM has matches the one that the loader
obtained, the secure LKM loader concludes that the LKM is
written by a genuine developer who is supposed to be trusted.
To compute theMAC, the secure LKM loader uses hashMAC
(HMAC) with SHA-256. Note that this verification can also
be done with a code signing mechanism with asymmetric
key pairs to improve usability, but we leave the support as
future work. Only after the verification, the secure LKM
loader performs the relocation to modify the LKM code in
the protected pages. The last stage is to fix the symbol table
( 4⃝). Similar to the earlier ones, this stage starts with a request
from the kernel and is executed by the secure LKM loader
using the authenticated LKM content.

D. HANDLING EXCEPTIONS
We adapt the kernel’s page fault handler to check if the
faulting virtual address points to a physical address within
a kernel code page. The kernel determines that a page fault
is induced by the PrivLock’s kernel code page protection if
the page table entry corresponding to the virtual address is
valid, the access does not violate the page attributes, and the
page table entry points to a kernel code page. For such a
page fault, the kernel jumps to PrivLock’s page fault handler,
which silently returns to the instruction that follows the one
that caused the fault in our prototype. In practice, the kernel
can either kill the process that caused the fault or silently
ignore the write, depending on the security policy.

E. ALIGNING KERNEL CODE PAGES
To utilize PrivLock, we align the kernel code pages with
minor changes to the kernel compilation procedure because
each kernel code chunk must be aligned to its size. Oper-
ating system kernels typically have from several to tens of
megabytes of code. For example, the Linux kernel running on
our implementation has about 3.04MB of code. Accordingly,
we align the kernel code pages to the 2 MB boundary by
changing the linker script that determines the kernel code
layout. The two aligned 2 MB kernel code page chunks are
then protected as two distinct address ranges.

V. EVALUATION
We answer the following questions about PrivLock in this
section. noitemsep,nolistsep

• Does the architectural extension and kernel changes
by PrivLock affect the operating system kernel perfor-
mance? (§V-A)
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FIGURE 4. The performance of operating system services and operations is measured using
LMBench. The performance overhead of PrivLock is unnoticeable except for the protection fault,
having the geometric mean of 3%. The protection fault slows down by about 30%, but it will not
affect the system performance significantly for being an infrequent operation, as shown by the
application benchmarks. We could not present the overhead of the four prior works for all
benchmarks because they did not report the results.

• Does PrivLock affect the user-level application perfor-
mance? (§V-B)

• What is the impact of PrivLock’s hardware extension on
the area and energy consumption? (§V-C and §V-D)

Experimental Setup. We implemented PrivLock by
extending the Rocket Chip Generator [16] and using the
Freedom U500 V707 FPGA dev kit [17] ported for Xilinx
VCU118 evaluation kit [18], to evaluate the system on an
FPGA. The system has four RockerTiles, each containing
one Rocket core, 16 KB of L1 data cache, and 16 KB
of L1 instruction cache. To compile the kernel and user
programs, we use the GNU toolchain for the RISC-V pro-
cessors [28]. The prototype has 2 GB of external memory,
operates at 100 MHz, and runs the Linux kernel version
4.15.0 with the support for dynamic kernel module load-
ing [29]. We run the prototype at 100 MHz following the
default configuration of the unmodified Rocket Chip on the
U500 platform.

A. OPERATING SYSTEM KERNEL PERFORMANCE
We measure the impact of PrivLock on the operating system
performance using the LMBench [19]. Figure 4 shows the
result along with the overhead reported from prior work
providing similar security guarantees. As expected, PrivLock
does not significantly degrade the operating system kernel
performance. PrivLock slows down the protection fault by
about 30%, which is the direct consequence of the added fault
handling. However, this 30% overhead will not be noticeable
to most applications, as we will show in §V-B, because the
programs are typically optimized to reduce the number of
protection faults.

Comparison to Prior Work. Figure 4 also presents the
performance impact reported in prior work [6], [14], [15],
[30]. We could not present results from all benchmarks
for some of them, as they did not report the results from
all benchmarks we used for this experiment. As the figure
shows, the overhead of PrivLock is considerably lower than
software-only mechanisms (SecVisor and Nested Kernel)

FIGURE 5. The normalized execution time of the 12 workloads from the
spec2006 benchmark suite.

and similar to hardware-assisted mechanisms (Kargos and
RiskiM). SecVisor [6] and Nested Kernel [30] exhibit up to
10@and 3@overhead, respectively. These are significantly
larger than the overhead of PrivLock (< 1.3@). Kargos [14]
and RiskiM [15], the hardware-assisted mechanisms, exhibit
similar or better performance overhead (about 3% and 30%,
respectively) compared to PrivLock. However, Kargos does
not report the latency of protection fault, which PrivLock
incurs the most performance overhead. For the benchmarks
that Kargos reported its overhead, PrivLock’s performance
overhead is similar to that of Kargos. We further compare
PrivLock with these two mechanisms in §VII.

B. APPLICATION BENCHMARK
For the applications that do not cause page faults frequently,
PrivLock is not expected to induce any performance degra-
dation. In the first application performance study, we used
Bristol/Embecosm Embedded Benchmark Suite (Beebs) [20],
a benchmark suite designed to evaluate embedded systems.
As expected, the performance overhead is unnoticeable and
stays within the 0.5% range even in the worst case and less
than 0.3% in the geometric mean. We also use the SPEC
CPU 2006 benchmark suite to evaluate the performance of
a large non-trivial program under the protection of PrivLock.
We could not run the latest SPEC CPU 2017 version because
of our prototype’s limited computing power. For the same
reason, we usedtrain input, which is smaller than the larger
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ref input. As shown in Figure 5, a systemwith PrivLock runs
non-trivial programs in the SPEC CPU 2006 with a near-zero
performance overhead.

C. IMPACT ON AREA
PrivLock brings the additional security guarantee with-
out significant performance degradation because it benefits
from additional hardware resources. Without these addi-
tional components, PrivLockwould have executedmore CPU
instructions to validate the page table contents and have
higher performance overhead. We evaluate the cost of these
additional resources in several ways. We measured the chip
area following the Application Specific Integrated Circuit
(ASIC) flow and the FPGA Utilization. Specifically, we mea-
sure the impact of PrivLock on the chip area using two ASIC
flows: an open-source toolchain and a commercial tool.

Chip Area Using Yosys. As the open-source toolchain,
we use the Yosys open synthesis suite (Yosys) [31] to compute
the estimation of chip area when the system with PrivLock
is implemented as an ASIC. As the cell library, we use the
freely available one included in the FreePDK45 [32]. Table 1
shows the area estimation of the top module and several
modules we change for PrivLock. Overall, the area increases
only by 0.14%. The table (Table 1) shows that most area cost
comes from the additional registers in the CSRFile, under the
Rocket core, and the PrivLockChecker under PTW, the page
table walker. It is worth noting that, as the numbers suggest,
the system that we implemented PrivLock on has nearly no
peripherals. The four RocketTiles constitute most of the chip
area. In practice, this will not be the case, and the system is
expected to have much more peripherals, making the relative
area cost of PrivLock even smaller.

Chip Area Using Synopsys Tools. In addition to the anal-
ysis using the open-source toolchain, we use a commercial
one, Synopsys Design Compiler [33], with the cell library for
Samsung 65 nm technology. The analysis using the Synopsys
tool also reported a small (0.059%) area overhead (Table 2),
suggesting that PrivLock only incurs small area overhead.

FPGA utilization. In addition to the chip areas, we present
the impact of PrivLock on the FPGA Utilization as another
estimation of the potential area cost. Table 3 shows that the
area cost of PrivLock is small (<2%) when implemented on
an FPGA as well in terms of resource utilization.

D. POWER AND ENERGY
We measure the impact of using PrivLock on power and
energy consumption in twoways.We first measure the energy
consumption by the running prototype on the FPGA. To esti-
mate the power consumption when implemented as an ASIC,
we also use the Synopsys tool to obtain the estimated power
consumption.

FPGA Energy and Power.We estimate the expected cost
of energy consumption in two ways. First, we measured
the energy consumption while running the Beebs benchmark
suite [20] on the FPGA-implemented system with PrivLock.

The result (1.87% in geometric mean) suggests that the newly
added hardware components for PrivLock do not introduce
significant energy overhead.

ASIC Power. We also use the Synopsys Design Compiler
with the cell library for Samsung 65 nm technology to esti-
mate the ASIC power, and Table 4 reports the result. The
table shows that the overall power consumption increases
only by (0.053%).

E. SECURITY EVALUATION
We implemented the four potential attacks tampering with the
kernel code integrity, and PrivLock successfully prevented all
of them.

A1. Kernel Code Modification. The first attack writes to
one of the kernel code pages to see if the write is recognized
as illegal. Existing mechanisms can prevent this attack with-
out difficulty using conventional page table-based protection.
However, the attack succeeds in the system we tested because
the kernel code pages are configured to be writable by default.
Regardless of this lack of page table attributes, PrivLock stops
this attack by overriding the page attributes on TLB refills and
making the kernel experience a protection fault.

A2. Execution from Data. The second attack is written
for the scenario where an attacker stores the malicious code
in a kernel data page and attempts to execute it. This attack
prepares the page containing the code and manipulates the
corresponding page table entries to make the page executable
while in privileged mode. We successfully implemented this
procedure, and the system without PrivLock failed to detect
the attack. Unlike the first one, the kernel is unable to pre-
vent this procedure that directly manipulates the page tables,
as suggested in earlier work [4], [9]. PrivLock successfully
prevents the attack when the processor jumps to the malicious
code located outside the physical kernel code pages.

A3. Kernel Code Modification with Double Mapping.
The third attack modifies the kernel code pages but is more
advanced than the first one in that it uses a newly created
virtual page for the kernel code page. Unlike the first one,
an operating system kernel cannot detect this attack unless
it is hardened with some mechanisms [4], [9] to prevent or
mitigate malicious page table modifications. As expected,
the implemented attack successfully corrupts the kernel
code page when PrivLock is not enabled. On the contrary,
PrivLock prevents the attack when the attacker’s code over-
writes a kernel code page. The attack creates the newmapping
as a writable page, but PrivLock clears this attribute when the
entry is being loaded to the TLB, and the processor recognizes
this page as write-protected.

A4. Page Table Shuffling. The fourth attack uses the
genuine physical kernel code pages but shuffles them in the
virtual address space by mapping consecutive virtual pages
into the physical pages that are not consecutive. This attack
does not allow the attacker to execute the code they implant
but enables the attacker to reconstruct the kernel code to some
extent at the edges of the code pages. PrivLock successfully
prevents this attack by using the offset between the virtual and
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TABLE 1. Impact of PrivLock on chip area. The raw numbers are normalized by the area of the two-input NAND gate with driving strength 1. PrivLock
increases the area of the CSRFile and PTW, but the impact of the processor core tile (RocketTile) is small (0.13%).

TABLE 2. Impact of PrivLock on ASIC chip area measured using Synopsys
Design Compiler.

TABLE 3. FPGA Resource Utilization.

physical code pages and overriding the page attributes for any
mismatches.

VI. DISCUSSION
This section discusses some attacks that PrivLock is not
designed to prevent and discusses why the existing archi-
tecture supports are inadequate to protect the kernel code
integrity.

Using Physical Memory Protection (PMP). RISC-V
specification includes the standards for a form of physi-
cal address-level access control [34]. The standard defines
four configuration registers that specify 16 physical address
ranges and the corresponding access control policy. The
16 ranges are strictly prioritized, so only one of the 16 policies
can be applied to one physical address. PMP has been proven
useful to protect themachine layer software [35], but it cannot
be used to protect the kernel code integrity. PMP associates
three bits representing readable (R), writable (W), and exe-
cutable (X) permissions to each address range, enabling the
creation of execute-only physical memory regions. The oper-
ating system kernel can ask the machine mode software to
make its code pages execute-only to protect its code pages.
However, the kernel cannot prevent itself from being tricked
into executing from outside the kernel code pages because
the PMP applies only one policy to a particular physical

TABLE 4. ASIC Power anaysis the impact of PrivLock total power is
0.053%.

address without considering which mode the processor is
currently running in. Consequently, it is impossible to pro-
hibit the operating system kernel running in the supervisor
mode from executing the user program’s code pages because
PMP must allow both supervisor and user mode code to
execute from the physical address range. This limitation is
not a deficiency of PMP because the primary goal of PMP
is to protect the machine layer from the rest. Although the
draft [36] of the enhanced specification includes a similar
specification to PrivLock, the design goal is still protecting
the code pages for the machine mode from supervisor mode
(the operating system kernel) and the user mode programs.
Overall, the current PMP cannot be used to enforce the kernel
code integrity, whichmotivated the development of PrivLock.

DMA attack. One avenue for an attacker to breach the
kernel code integrity against the PrivLock-protected system is
theDirect Memory Access (DMA) attack. Modern computing
systems typically run on a System-on-a-Chip (SoC) with
many peripheral devices or coprocessors directly accessing
the physical memory. In order to make the protection com-
plete, PrivLock has to be applied together with the existing
mechanisms that are known to be capable of preventing the
DMA attacks [37].

Code-Reuse Attack.A class of attack that an attacker may
perform against the kernel is the code-reuse attacks that is
also known as the Return-oriented Programming (ROP) [38].
An attacker can compose and execute an arbitrary com-
putation by stitching the existing code already marked as
executable. However, this does not make the protectionmech-
anism for kernel code integrity unnecessary. An attacker per-
forms the code-reuse attack only if they cannot directly break
the code integrity. For example, the attackers are still modi-
fying the kernel code to achieve their goals [7], [8] quickly.

VII. RELATED WORK
This work is closely related to the earlier work on protect-
ing the operating system kernel against attackers exploiting
kernel vulnerabilities and memory protection mechanisms,
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especially for RISC-V processors. The kernel protection
mechanisms usually rely on a component that even the
kernel-level attacker cannot manipulate, such as hypervisors
or hardware.

Hypervisor- and TrustZone-based Mechanisms. SecVi-
sor [6] and HVCI [12] rely on the hypervisor to protect
the kernel code integrity. SecVisor achieves the goal by
protecting the page table’s integrity and using the memory
management unit to prevent undesired writes or executions.
Compared to PrivLock, this software-based design relying
on the page table integrity comes with a higher performance
overhead than PrivLock (6%–93% on application benchmark
and >5@on LMBench). HVCI uses the attributes in the
hypervisor’s secondary page table. However, the protection
assumes the existence of a more privileged software layer
that has its own page table, unlike PrivLock. For a system
with a mechanism similar to HVCI, PrivLock could help
protect the hypervisor’s code integrity. Hypervision [9] uses
the Secure World, a privileges execution environment that
ARM TrustZone provides, to protect the page table integrity,
thereby protecting the kernel code integrity. Compared with
PrivLock, these two mechanisms inevitably cause higher per-
formance overhead than PrivLock because theymust examine
every update to page tables.

Hardware-based Mechanism. KTRR [10] is a hardware-
based mechanism that helps protect read-only memory,
including the code pages in the operating system kernel.
It is said that the mechanism is already deployed in current
Apple devices, but most of the technical details are unknown
except for the one from reversing the iOS’s XNU kernel [39].
While the available information suggests that KTRR protects
the page table integrity along with the kernel code integrity,
KTRR could have been implemented similarly to PrivLock
in that they also have additional control registers that define
the kernel code range. However, nearly no further technical
details about the mechanism are known to the public. Com-
pared with this, PrivLock is the first to demonstrate that a
small hardware extension using control registers defining the
kernel code ranges can effectively protect the kernel code
integrity. We also show that the existing access control logic
inMMU can be utilized by page table entry sanitization at the
page table walker for the purpose.

Hardware-based External Monitors. If we exclude the
hypervisor or any software layer with higher privilege,
hardware is the only component that a kernel protection
mechanism can rely on. On top of this idea, several mecha-
nisms have been proposed to secure operating system kernels
or hypervisors by using additional hardware [10], [14], [15].
Kargos [14], [40] uses a trace interface of the ARM proces-
sors to detect kernel code integrity breaches. In particular,
Kargos instruments the kernel to protect the kernel code pages
and examines the trace to determine if the kernel executes
from outside the kernel code pages. RiskiM [15] extended the
Rocket Chip to introduce a trace interface tailored for kernel
behavioral monitoring. RiskiM can detect the kernel code
integrity violation using the interface as Kargos did. PrivLock

has two advantages when compared to Kargos and RiskiM,
the hardware-based external monitors. First, PrivLock can
instantaneously prevent kernel code corruption, enabling the
system to continue operational. Unlike this, Kargos and
RiskiM can only detect corruption due to the inherent delay
between the corruption and the arrival of the corresponding
log. Second, we show that PrivLock’s secure LKM loader
enables the kernel to load an LKM at run time. It could
theoretically be possible to design a similar helper for Kargos
or RiskiM, but they did not demonstrate the possibility.

Self Protection.We can also augment the operating system
to prevent attacks on itself, even to guarantee the kernel code
integrity. PT-Rand [4] is the state-of-the-art in this direction
in which the page table integrity is protected through random-
ization. An attacker can only violate the kernel code integrity
by first corrupting the page table, which can happen only after
locating it. PT-Rand hides this location to prevent malicious
manipulation of the page table. Compared with this, PrivLock
provide the deterministic security guarantee with the cost of
hardware modification.

Compartmentalization. HAKC [25] is a recently pub-
lished mechanism demonstrating that the large Linux kernel
can effectively be compartmentalized using the pointer
authentication and the memory tagging extension. The kernel
is divided into multiple compartments where each compart-
ment is limited to access a subset of the other code and data
in the kernel. The transitions between the compartments are
also strictly contained by certain control flows. Compared to
HAKC, PrivLock proposes a new hardware extension that
limits its applicability and only protects the code integrity,
while HAKC can further limit the capability of each com-
partment. In common, both mechanisms aim to apply the
principle of least privilege.

VIII. CONCLUSION
Kernel code integrity is the cornerstone of a computer
system’s security. Despite this importance, most exist-
ing approaches either fail to prevent the attack entirely
(i.e., allowing an attacker to bypass) or rely on the page
table integrity. We showed that a small hardware exten-
sion, PrivLock, is all we need to protect the kernel code
integrity without first protecting the page table. Moreover,
using the secure LKM loader enables the protected ker-
nel to load LKMs at run time. The experimental results
show that PrivLock incurs an unnoticeable performance
overhead (<0.5%), and the costs in chip area and energy
consumption are small as well. We hope this result motivates
future processors to adopt PrivLock and enjoy its strong
protection of the kernel code integrity.
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